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About This Game

Logical game with different color light rays can improve skills in geometry and in color logic operations. One or more light
sources and receivers and also one or more movable elements for operations with color light rays defined on each level. The

target is to combine movable elements so, that color light rays will come to receivers correctly.
Key features:

-64 increasing complexity levels;
-16 achievements for different play situation;

-multivariant level finish;
-2 to 8 hours attractive gameplay.
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This game is a good game but there are some glitches now and then and so i wouldnt recommened. But to the developers CAN
YOU MAKE FIREFIGHTERS THE SIMULATION ON Mac OS X please. The animated sea creatures are so much fun! These
are really fun to put together.. Well made, but the novelty wears off sometime through the second round or so.
Pretty much unavoidable due to the game genre, I suppose.

"But you got eight hours of play out of it!"
Yeah no, I did let the game run until I got all the cards though.. Excellent game. *Lots* of gameplay in terms of puzzles and HO
scenes.
An interesting and consistent story.
Good music. Decent voice acting (more European or British or softer American accents would be nice).
The map functions well.

There's nothing wrong and a lot right. Highly recommended.
. death wish is cool, but the actual map (seal the deal) is a train wreck. probably only get this if you really like hat in time.
basically its a huge\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ship, and that's the problem.. This one's a little bit odd, but I can
appreciate odd.

At its core, this is a Clicker game. But it's not quite as straightforward as that. The game tries to explain in, but you can be
clicking away and suddenly be skipping dialogue or other info, and the translation, despite apparently getting reworked shortly
before this review, can be rough and a bit confusing.

Basically, you're running a juice shop, and at an idle pace, the initial "juice" (girl) you unlock makes money at a certain rate.
You can also speed that up by clicking on them. You unlock other "juices" through a gashapon (capsule) machine, and while you
can get duplicates, complete with "Return48" error messages, you generally unlock new ones. They each have different types,
and add to the productivity of the juice bar. But switching between them serves only two purposes: Your preference in which
girl you click on, and adding toward a total clicks stat with them. After a couple hundred\/thousand clicks, you can upgrade the
juice into a mixed drink. This is done with a sequence of three mini-games, where you click on them a bunch, and then click on
quickly narrowing hoops like a rhythm game, then... rub them, or rub fruit on them. In the first and third sections there's secret
spots that generate more points. The second's a bit annoying in that you can't zoom out to see the whole girl, and it's sometimes
spawning hoops off-screen, but it gives you enough that it's never really a problem. I never failed a sequence. After this is a
"Bonus Game" where you can squirt the girl with fruit juices, which reveals them in a far more undressed state. You can do this
with all the juices, but be warned that after a recent patch, if you do it with one particular late-game juice Yandere, the game
ends, with one of two endings.

There is an R18+ patch, and it is very much official (I hex-edited it to see if it was changing the translation, so I could be fair,
and 90% of the patch is an "Enjoy!" message). I don't know what the game is like without it, but I can't imagine it would be an
improvement. Oddly, some of the details are still "smoothed" out on some of the characters, but not others, and one character
remains censored, but I'm not surprised by it.
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There's other mechanics I haven't touched on: You can level up your shop to increase profits, like a regular Clicker. You can
buy fruits, which let you unlock baked treats, which take a while to bake, but will increase your productivity for a little while.
The fruits can also increase the rate you pass the third "upgrading" mini-game, but you won't really need that. There's a
Gambling board as well, which is honestly tipped pretty far in the player's favor, and a few decent wins will skip past most of
the usual Clicker grinding. But the weirdest thing is how fast you run out of things to do. I'm glad the game doesn't drag itself
out for too long, but you Max Level your shop at level 10. The Gambling board makes it easy to buy most of the things you'll
need. There's more mechanics here than game to fill it out. The developers have promised any new additional content will be
free, and there's even a big "Coming Soon" on one of the menu boards.

There's definitely some major rough spots. The English translation gets very clunky (to the point where I almost missed
something about the plot, even for the Good ending). The instructions could be better. The girl graphics get some very
unflattering zoom-ins at the end of the Upgrade sections. The juice filling up the glass silhouette looks cool, but even that goes
too high and breaks the effect. The game needs more polish, and maybe even some padding. But there is at least a hint of some
mechanics beyond a sliding puzzle or some nonsense, and the devs seem dedicated toward making it better and better, so I'm
torn, but leaning towards "It's a decent dirty distraction for less than $2.". Game is good
Many choices to make
You can play it as a visual novel or a simulation
Drops 4 trading cards
But it is over-priced.

7/10. You can play as Jabba the Hutt. Oh, and also slave Leia with a chain whip. BUT YOU CAN PLAY AS JABBA THE
HUTT!!!. No matter how many points I put into speed, I feel like I'm moving with lead boots on. It's a shame, because the
whole crayon drawing and voice-based sound effects are really appealing. Still, I didn't have fun with this one.. The game is so
cute and the graphics are great :) i like the story so far but i've only finished a small part of it and can't wait to see in what
andventure will Charlotte be involve: Here is a small lp :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZMuZ2bCsUA&lc=z23pxjzp0wu0d1tteacdp4312k2sivt0rfg2qkxfnndw03c010c
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I'm impressed with the fluidity of the controls and the gameplay. Constant thinking, aiming, and moving. Feels great with the
mouse or a gamepad, but the mouse is definitely more precise, if less comfortable. There's less variety than in Luftrausers, but
Furious Angels' difficulty curve feels more satisfying to me so far, and the upgrade and heal mechanics make for some
interesting situations. Learning new tactics has been rewarding.

I'm the kind of person the soundtrack was made for. It's repetitive and methodical and matches my feelings during play. It's a
good loop. I don't know why the default volume settings are so low, though.. Good game, shame that no one play that.
Wonderful game, you can very often get it on sale for as low as $1. Honestly, after playing Ultimate General: Civil War this just
feels like a demo. A very good, replayable demo. Play around with AI difficulty, two different sides and controls that makes
controlling your units intuitive as fun.

I know it's certainly controversial to say, but I enjoy these kinds of controls more than something like Napoleon: Total War.
More war era games like this with this art direction please. The napoleanic wars, revoloutionary war, even WW1 would work so
well.. Fast and fun racer. Graphics are simple but they work. Challenging without being frustrating. Played on mouse and
keyboard and felt that the controls were nice and responsive. Pretty good replay value, though it's missing that little addictive
spark that keeps me coming back to games like this.
All of that said it's the kind of game where you stop playing and don't really feel the need to come back it. It's actually a game
that I wouldn't mind having on my mobile phone because of the pickup and play nature but I don't think it really provides
enough value for the price.. This is mockery towards Steam.
This is barely working "project".

One music. Full of typos. Unclear steering. Ugly graphics.. Really interesting story and pleasant nice art, it was an enjoyable
experience and it was free so really high quality for something for free, l strongly recommend trying it out. I like the start scene
of the game. You'll dance in front of the mirror for some time for sure. Some of the monsters have interesting behavior to deal
with. And you should always turn around and dodge. If you want a workout in VR, it's good. If you don't, beware, because your
shoulders will gonna hurt. Though it's not just an archery simulator. It has the nice main character and setting. Still has no story.
I hope the developer will add one.
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